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Presentation Notes
Good Morning everyone, I want to thank Matt Haan and PSU extension for asking me to be a part of their Technology Tuesday series.  I am Adam Griffin, a Sr. Farm managment support advisor for Lely NA. I provide FMS support to the Lely dealerships along the eastern US. 



Updates on…

• Brief history of the Astronaut milking robot…
• North America Lely AMS trends…
• Data Exchange…
• Questions???
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What I am going to cover this morning over the next 20-25 minutes or so are:-Our current lineup of dairy equipment to give you a sense of how our automation product line has extended beyond just AMS-A quick look at our AMS timeline from introduction through today-From there, I want to provide some insight on the uptake of AMS in NA, from Lely’s perspective.-We will touch on some management considerations when discussing AMS introduction on a new farm-I will finish up my time discussing the data aspect of AMS and provide a high level introduction to the information that is available.-If time allows, I would be happy to take questions from the group



History: We’ve come a long way with AMS

< 1992: Playing around in workshop/parlor

1992: Commercial introduction in Europe

2001: Introduction in North America:

Focus on machine

2006: Commercial start in USA

Focus on cow

2008: Farm management support

Focus on dairy management

2017: 
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Since the early 90’s, AMS technology has come a long way. From our perspective, we were introducing the A1 in Holland and were focused on proving that the system would work. The early questions centered around, Could we actually milk a cow with a robot  and is it a viable long term solution for dairy farmers.In the early 2000’s the system made it’s introduction into NA. There was still a focus on the machine, continuing to work out the kinks and gain the reliability that we are used to today.As the decade progressed, the focus shifted to the cow. We proved that the technology worked in real world applications, but there was more that could be done for the cow in the box. It was at this time Lely began the shift from what we would call k flow to I flow as the cow enters. Additionally, we made the box a little bigger for additional comfort.In 2008, we also introduced the FMS support structure in NA. This team is tasked with providing support focused on the overall management of the dairy herd. We like to say, we focus on everything away from the robot. We aren’t techs, so we don’t maintain or replace parts, we want to make sure the cows are adjusting and using the system efficiently by providing the optimal conditions away from the machine.Last year, we hit a milestone with 25 years of automated milking and as it turned out that would be an appropriate launching point into 2018. 



Today, with an eye on tomorrow…

2018: Released A5 milking robot in April
Focus on farmers and cows!

Greatest improvement in technology over early years?
>Prep and Attachment accuracy/time
>cow comfort in the box
>Milk analysis

Now: ≈ 40,000 Lely robots worldwide
≈ 4000 Lely robots North America 
U.S:         ≈ 3.2 robots/farm (2.5 in 2014)
Canada: ≈ 2.1 robots/farm (1.9 in 2014)
Global:   ≈ 1.8 robots/farm (1.7 in 2014)
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In April, we launched our newest AMS model the A5. What is important about this step is it is a culmination of all the advances we have made in both the people and cow aspects. When we think about the milking aspect and the technology advances since the early years of AMS, it is evident that the way we attach to cows after prep is better than ever. I mentioned it before, but we maintained the cow comfort aspects, which is mightily important when thinking about cows coming on their own to the AMS. Also, milk analysis continues to improve. I believe that all of these and other features within AMS with respect to the milking aspect are going to get better as we gather more data and experience.It is so important that we and other AMS systems introduce these new models because we are constantly looking to improve or introduce new technology for the next generation of AMS. It sends a strong signal to the industry that we are always looking to improve they way farmers operate their farms and enjoy their lives doing it. So where has this led to for us in NA? Of the 40,000 milking astronauts globally, 4000 are here in NA. When we consider the number of customers, that breaks down to 3.2 robots per farm in the US and 2.1 in Canada. On a global scale, there is around 1.8 robots per farm. There are positive stories we can glean from these numbers, particularly when we consider how the average robots per farm looked 4 years ago. We are in a growth phase in NA that many in the AMS industry are excited about!



Farm adoption in N.A.

Year end 2018 Farm stats
• >1500 Lely robot farms
• 40+ Dairy XL farms

• 11.6 robots/farm

57 Lely Centers in N.A.
• New LC in CA, CO 

and TX 
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So let’s take a closer look at the astronaut AMS in NA today. We have over 1500 customers and of those there is a growing number of farms that are considered Dairy XL (8 or more robots). They average 11.6 robots/farmComing down to a more local level, the dealership in Pennsylvania is supporting around 50 customers and they average 1.8 robots per farm. One interesting note, is 2 of the AMS farms also have a Vector feeding system, so they are experiencing AMS both in milking and feeding strategies.I added this heat map that is starting to get a little outdated, as you can see from the arrows I added, the presence of AMS can be found in most dairy regions of NA today!



Data Exchange

• In March of 2017, Lely announced global transition from 
current data exchange platform (aka “Taurus” link)

• Data partners at that time were provided with materials 
about the shift to an API platform (local and cloud options)

• 2018: Many meetings and calls with current or new 
partners. Started to receive API applications and 
agreements in N.A. 

• Dec. 2018: Lely adjusted the date forward of the Taurus 
shutdown from Jan. 7th to June 1st 2019



Data exchange… API advantages 
• The API will provide stronger data security and dairy farmer control over who 

receives their AMS data.
• The API will provide enhanced data exchange solutions to meet the needs of a 

diverse group of industry partners with common customers.
• Faster data exchange process with a larger data set from T4C available vs current 

Taurus file.
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What can we expect the AMS systems to tell us? Well specifically to Lely’s robot system, I know we can capture up to 120 data points per cow per day when you consider all of the sensors between the robot and the activity collar on the cows neck. I am sure other AMS systems are capturing a similar amount. However, with all of this data coming in, this can feel like data overload. In fact it would probably require a full time employee just to sort through all the lists of data to even begin finding animals that are in need of attention. So beyond the AMS milking robot, we have to think of the entire system.
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Thank you for your attention. 

Questions??
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